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Take Oil Painting Lessons from a Master
Artist Online FREE for 30 Days!
Learn to Paint Beautiful Pictures from the Master Instructor of This
Exclusive California Art School … Without Leaving Your Home.
About Your Instructor

Click Here for Your FREE 30 Day Trial of
our Video Oil Painting Lessons


Born in 1978, Daniel grew up in
Los Angeles, California.
Daniel’s love of art began at
age five, when he traveled with
his family to Europe and was
exposed to the works of his
major influences, including
Rembrandt, Hals, Repin,

Dear Aspiring Artist:
May I share a secret with you?

Courbet and Vermeer.
If you’ve ever dreamed of learning to paint beautiful pictures …
By nine, Daniel began learning
the fundamentals of drawing

… or you’re just looking for a new fun and creative hobby …

and painting under prolific
Persian artist, Houshang
Payman. Later Daniel taught at
Payman’s school and soon
after found his own atelier, The

… or you need a way to relax, blow off steam, and escape the stress of
the office …
… there’s no better – or more rewarding – hobby than to learn oil
painting.

Raminfard School of Arts.
And now, award-winning master artist Daniel Raminfard – whose work
In his work, Daniel combines a
classical approach while using

has sold for up to $8,500 a painting -- has put together an easy online video
course he promises can teach anyone to paint pictures that please them.

modern techniques and ideas.
He has won awards from
various organizations, been

You can preview the entire course … all 21 lessons if you wish, from
setting up your home art studio to mastering the 6-step oil painting process …

http://learn.expertpaintinglessons.com/learn-oil-painting-free-trial/[9/23/2013 10:19:10 PM]
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published in local papers, and

absolutely FREE for the next 30 days when you click here now:

featured in solo and group
exhibitions. Daniel teaches and
paints at his studio in West Los

Start your FREE 30-Day Trial Now.

Angeles.
He is a member of the

The exclusive oil painting school you can “attend” at
home

California Art Club and the
Portrait Society of America.

At his exclusive art school in West Los Angeles, Daniel has taught
The Raminfard School of Arts’
mission is to enrich people’s
lives through drawing and

hundreds of students who hadn’t touched a brush in decades – or even at all –
how to paint with oils. (The paintings of one of Daniel’s students were recently
featured in a show at the Getty Museum.)

painting. The school welcomes
beginners, intermediate, and

Now, you can learn oil painting from Daniel Raminfard without leaving

advanced students. Instructor

your home … with his new online home-study video course – “Beginner’s Oil

Daniel Raminfard is an

Painting.”

accomplished contemporary
realist has been teaching for

You do not have to be “artistic” or have any prior experience to enjoy

over 15 years. He has a unique

oil painting as a hobby. Daniel promises that anyone who wants to learn how to

and effective way of teaching

paint -- can. He says, “I have never found anybody I could not teach to draw or

with styles ranging from

paint.” You can do this – and we can help!

traditional still life to modern
impressionism.

Even celebrities paint – ranging from Prince Charles and Paul
McCartney, Pierce Brosnan and Sylvester Stallone, to George W. Bush, Jane

Students Praise Daniel

Seymour, Tony Bennett, and Billy Dee Williams!

Raminfard
Art is a popular hobby: more than 21 million Americans draw. One
"I have studied under many

reason is that our students find great individual satisfaction in their artwork. It

instructors, but I have enjoyed

also lets them tap into their creative side, which may have been dormant for a

my largest spurt of growth as a

long time.

painter under Daniel's teaching.
Daniel takes the time to help
move ideas into practice, all
while ensuring development of
my own unique style."
-Kara C.

In addition, mastering the skill of oil painting can build your selfconfidence. “Knowing how to start a painting and turn it into quality artwork
makes students feel good about themselves,” says Daniel. Art also gives you
instant gratification – you immediately see the results of your work as you paint.
Perhaps the biggest reason to learn oil painting is that it is an
extremely relaxing hobby. Drawing and painting are a meditative process in

"Daniel Raminfard’s artwork is

which you become fully engaged in the work --and forget about outside worries

extremely impressive. So is his

or concerns.

teaching style. I’ve learned so
much from him, in a very short
time. From the initial

Start your FREE 30-Day Trial Now.

foundations to advanced artistic
expertise, Mr. Raminfard can
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teach it."
- Allyce B.

The fast, easy, and affordable way to learn oil painting.
In Beginners Oil Painting, you learn the skills to create paintings of

“As a novice to the world of art,

subjects that interest you – including landscapes, florals, still lifes, figures,

I have gotten from Daniel the

portraits, abstracts, and more.

level of comfort and confidence
I needed to overcome my

The video course covers everything Daniel teaches at his school,
including:

insecurities as a new student.
He is an outstanding instructor
with an ability to aid his

How to choose the right materials – paints, mediums, solvents,
canvases, brushes, knives, palettes, and easels.

students to realize their
potential or simply to discover
the possibilities. His passion for

Setting up your home painting studio – and the type of lighting
that’s best for working with oils.

art and his love in sharing his
talent and knowledge to those
willing to learn are truly an
inspiration."
- Amy T.
"I was a beginner and Daniel
has helped and encouraged me

The 4 elements of oil painting – drawing, color, value, and edges.
A simple 6-step oil painting process – wash, sketch, adjust, blockin, edges, and details.
And so much more….
The result: you master skills you can enjoy for a lifetime … and create
art you’ll be pleased and proud to show your family and friends.

to discover the artist within me.
When I look at the paintings
that I have created in his
classes, I am amazed at what

Start your FREE 30-Day Trial Now.

Daniel has helped me achieve."
- Suzi W.
"I came to class to learn about
painting portraits and feel that

“Attend” art school online – just 8 cents a day!
The tuition at Daniel’s Los Angeles art school runs from $195 to $595 a
month, depending on how many lessons you take.

I've come a long way in
developing my skills for painting

By comparison, his online video program, Beginner’s Oil Painting is

all subjects. Daniel has helped

regularly $49.95. But act now, and your cost is only $29.95 for unlimited access

me to see things from the

to all 21 videos – a savings of $20. Over the course of a year, that comes to

perspective of an artist and has

about 8 cents a day.

taught me how to use color and
light placement to really bring a
painting to life."
- David M.
"Daniel's class is fun and
enlightening, and he always

Try our online oil painting course FREE for a full month
I’m so confident that Daniel can teach you to paint that we are offering
a FREE 30-day trial of Beginner’s Oil Painting.
When you accept my free offer, you can watch as many of the video
lessons you want, whenever you want, as often as you want. That way, you
can progress at your own pace. There are no deadlines. And no homework to
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challenges me to push myself

hand in.

as a painter. His wisdom and
experience as a seasoned artist

Then, you be the judge. I’m betting you’ll find oil painting a fun,

and instructor make a

relaxing, and enjoyable pursuit. And when you paint, you get the satisfaction of

tremendous impact on the

letting your creativity flow and producing art that is uniquely yours.

speed with which his students
progress. I can't imagine a
better experience learning oils.”

But if you are not 100% satisfied with Beginner’s Oil Painting for any
reason … or for no reason at all … simply let us know within 30 days. Your
credit card will never be billed for a dime, and that will be the end of the matter.

- Mark L.

That way, you risk nothing.
With my online video oil painting course, you can start to learn how to
paint with oil in literally a minute from now! To get started, just click on the
button below

Start your FREE 30-Day Trial Now.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Michael Hebert, Dean of Faculty
Demand Media Online Video Training
P.S. If you feel stressed by the demands of modern life, you should
know about a study of 84 students published in the Journal of the American Art
Therapy. It found that putting colored patterns on paper may “induce a
meditative state that benefits individuals suffering from anxiety.” In other words,
doing art helps you relax and not be stressed out.

Click Here for Your FREE 30 Day Trial of
our Video Oil Painting Lessons
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